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Abstract—Using social media tools such as blogs and forums 
have become more and more popular in recent years. Hence, a 
huge collection of social media texts from different communities 
is available for accessing user opinions, e.g., for marketing 
studies or acceptance research. Typically, methods from Natural 
Language Processing are applied to social media texts to 
automatically recognize user opinions. A fundamental component 
of the linguistic pipeline in Natural Language Processing 
is Part-of-Speech tagging. Most state-of-the-art Part-of-Speech 
taggers are trained on newspaper corpora, which differ in many 
ways from non-standardized social media text. Hence, applying 
common taggers to such texts results in performance degradation. 
In this paper, we present extensions to a basic Markov model 
tagger for the annotation of social media texts. Considering 
the German standard Stuttgart/TUbinger TagSet (STTS), we 
distinguish 54 tag classes. Applying our approach improves the 
tagging accuracy for social media texts considerably, when we 
train our model on a combination of annotated texts from 
newspapers and Web comments.

Index Terms—Natural language processing, part-of-speech 
tagging, opinion mining, German.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOCIAL media applications lead to constantly growing 
user generated content in the Web. Different types of 

social media tools, e.g., blogs, forums as well as news 
sites allow users to post Web comments. This kind of 
consumer-to-consumer communication can efficiently be used 
to access user opinions for marketing studies or acceptance 
research. A beneficial property of Web comments is the fact 
that the data is natural and authentic, and public. Furthermore, 
opinions from proponents, opponents as well as from impartial 
persons can be obtained from different Web domains, i.e., 
different communities.

Besides automatic opinion recognition, many other Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) methods such as syntactical 
parsing, machine translation or text summarization require 
Part-of-Speech (POS) tag information for a given word 
sequence. State-of-the-art POS taggers are basically developed 
for the task of tagging standardized texts such as newspaper 
articles which are grammatically approved. Hence, parameter 
estimation is usually performed on newspaper text corpora 
as training data. Web comments, however, differ from
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standardized text, since they are characterized by a spoken 
language, a dialogic and an informal writing style. This poses 
some special challenges to deal with in developing methods 
for automatic POS tagging of Web comments. These are 
particularly, the treatment of unknown (out-of-vocabulary) 
words and the different grammatical structure of social 
media texts in contrast to newspaper text. Furthermore, 
text genre specific manually annotated corpora, i.e., Web 
comments are required for training and testing. To the best 
of our knowledge all large manually annotated corpora are 
exclusively newspaper texts.

In this work, we propose a Markov model tagger with 
parameter estimation enhancements for the POS annotation 
of social media texts. We apply and evaluate the tagger for 
German social media texts exemplarily. In order to make our 
method usable for NLP methods requiring POS information, 
e.g., syntactical parsing, we use the 54 Stuttgart/Tubinger 
TagSet (STTS) tag classes without any text genre specific 
extensions. Web comments are not completely different from 
newspaper texts. However, due to the dialogic text style, i.e. 
the distribution of POS sequences changes, the grammatical 
structure differs. Hence, the training is performed on a 
combination of newspaper and Web comment corpora. Results 
are compared to state-of-the-art/widely used POS taggers. We 
particularly study the influence of additional Web comment 
training data for our approach and compare results to those 
achieved by methods basically developed for standardized 
texts. The proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art POS 
taggers significantly for German social media texts.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II 
summarizes the related work to provide an overview of POS 
tagging. In Section III we introduce WebTagger for automatic 
POS tagging applied to social media texts. Section IV 
presents experimental results considering different aspects, 
particularly discussing the adaptability to other languages 
in Subsection IV-E. Section V covers the conclusion and 
discusses future work.

II. Re l a t e d  w o r k

Different statistical approaches have been proposed to solve 
the task of automatic POS tagging. Typically, POS taggers 
utilize two different probabilistic models, a Maximum entropy 
model or a Markov model capturing lexical and contextual 
information. Common Maximum entropy based taggers are 
proposed in [1], [2]. These approaches are adapted by using
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different features for the model. Toutanova et al. [1] propose 
the Stanford tagger modeling the sequence of words as 
bi-directional dependency network considering lexical and 
tag context information. Markov model taggers are proposed 
in [3], [4], [5]. TreeTagger [4] and TnT [5] use a second order 
Markov model applying some smoothing techniques for the 
estimation of lexical probabilities. The Stanford tagger and 
the TreeTagger are trained on corpora in different languages, 
which shows their generality in application. Both taggers use 
the STTS [6] tag set for German, which is commonly used 
for NLP methods. Furthermore, some other machine learning 
techniques, e.g., Support Vector Machines [7] and Neural 
Networks [8], are applied to the problem of automatic POS 
tagging.

In [9], [10] different POS taggers are compared and 
evaluated for German. Schneider et al. [9] point out the 
performance loss on unknown words, of a rule-based tagger 
compared to a statistical tagger. Five state-of-the-art taggers 
applied to Web texts are studied in [10]. Accuracy drops 
significantly for different Web text genres. Hence, the 
automatic annotation of Web texts is not yet a solved task.

Gimpel et al. [11], [12], [13] address the task of tagging 
non-standardized texts, characterized by a high number of 
unknown words. Gadde et al. [2] introduce adaptions to the 
Stanford tagger to handle noisy English text. Results are 
evaluated based on an SMS dataset. In [14] a twitter tagger 
based on a conditional random field (CRF) with features 
adapted to twitter characteristics is proposed. They propose 
some additional word clustering and further improvement to 
their method in [13].

III. We b Ta g g e r

WebTagger has much in common with the TreeTagger [4]. 
The taggers differ in the way the lexical probabilities are 
estimated, in particular for unknown words. We use the 
STTS tagset for annotation. Annotation rules for social 
media characteristics are given in [15], [16] and [17]. The 
general tagger model is taken from [4] and explained in 
Subsection III-A. Subsection III-B comprises our proposed 
enhancements to the basic tagger to improve POS tagging 
performance for social media texts. In contrast to other 
approaches estimation of lexical probabilities is extended 
by mapping unknown tokens (words), to tokens known 
from training or to some regular expressions. This mapping 
improves the estimation of lexical probabilities. Furthermore, 
prefix and suffix lexicon information are efficiently combined. 
Finally, in contrast to standard methods we suggest to use a 
semi-supervised auxiliary lexicon instead of information from 
automatically tagged or unsupervised training data.

A. Model
As tagger model we use an enhanced standard Markov 

model. In this subsection we explain the basic model. The 
aim of the tagger is to predict the associated POS tag sequence

t 1, . . . ,  t n , . . . ,  t N with t n € T  (STTS) for a given sequence of 
tokens w 1, . . .  ,w n, . . .  ,w N with wn € W , where W contains 
all possible tokens. In order to achieve that the optimization 
problem

^N =  argm ax P  (t N , wjN)
tN

using the notation for a sequence of POS tags t n

tn =t l = (tl, . . . , t n )  
(t 1, . . . ,tn)

1 < l < n  < N  
l < 0

with l € Z, n  € N, and l < n  < N  is solved. The sequence of 
tokens wln is defined analogously. This is a huge optimization 
problem which is simplified by the following approach. First, 
the probability chain rule for wN and tN to describe the joint 
probability by conditional probabilities is applied:

p  K  ,tN ) (1)
P ( wn | w1N - 1 ,tN )P (tN  | wN-  1 ,tN -  1 )P(w N -  1 ,tN -  1).

As in [4] we use the assumptions

P(w

p  (t

n 1

|
n-1 t n

n) =  P(wn

1) =  P  (tn
V | tn),

itn -k )

with k € N. Applying those assumptions, a simple law of 
conditional probability, and iterating the procedure described 
in (1) leads to the equation:

N
P  (wN , t N) = P  (tn )

P (tn )

Lexical Prob.

P(wn) P (tn  | t; -k>
Transition Prob.

The assumptions are also referred to as k-order Markov model 
for transition probabilities and zero-order Markov model for 
the lexical probabilities. Moreover, the token probabilities 
p(wn) do not change with the tag sequences, and hence, 
may be omitted. Overall, this allows to model transition and 
lexical probabilities independently and the optimization task 
is rephrased as

t N =  arg max
1 tN

N

nP  (tn
P (tn ) p  (tn i tn -k )

Before this optimization problem can be solved those prob
abilities have to be determined. The estimation of transition 
probabilities is taken from TreeTagger [4] by applying the 
ID3 algorithm [18]. Due to the ungrammaticalities, particularly 
given in social media texts, a high number of unseen contexts, 
e.g., trigrams, might occur when applying the tagger. In order 
to get reliable estimates in such cases, zero probabilities are 
replaced by a predefined small value. Furthermore, we propose 
to use manually annotated social media texts as additional 
training data, in order to learn different tag contexts given 
by the dialogic style characteristics of such texts. Lexical 
probabilities are estimated by our proposed methods, described 
in the following Subsection III-B.

w

n)w
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B. Enhancements
In this subsection our enhancements to a basic Markov 

model tagger are introduced. This comprises the estimation of 
lexical probabilities, particularly for unknown tokens (words). 
Considering the high frequency of unknown tokens and their 
variability of POS classes makes the task of probability 
estimation more complex compared to newspaper texts. Hence, 
this problem can not be solved adequately by standard methods 
and more sophisticated methods are needed.

1) Token preprocessing: The given sequence of tokens 
usually contains tokens which do not occur in the training 
set. The preprocessing aims at mapping these tokens to related 
known tokens, if there exists a fitting token. Related tokens can 
be obtained by some transformations steps described by t(wn ). 
These steps contain cross-language transformations as well as 
some transformations specifically for German. Amongst others 
character iteration correction, e.g., Helloooooo^Hello, or 
Umlaut correction, e.g., Huette^Hutte (cottage), or character 
correction, e.g., Kuss^KuB (kiss). Such transformations 
may be interpreted as substituting tokens by its normalized 
version. Therefore, we are calling this kind of transformation 
normalization. Furthermore, there are language independent 
word classes which are easily recognized and anticipated using 
regular expressions. Some examples are emoticons, e.g., :-) 
and :(, and URLs, e.g., http://www.test.de, xy.ch, multiple
punctuation marks, e.g., and .... , !!!, number replacements,
e.g., 50er. The set of possible POS tags for each word class 
differs from one to three. In summary, our preprocessing step 
substitutes unknown tokens by its transformation, if this is 
within the training set, or returns the regular expression r, if 
the word is described by it or returns the marker for unknown 
tokens e. This procedure is described by the mapping function 
m : W ^ X U j e }  which is defined as

l(Wn) =

/ r /  Wn e  W r,
Wn Wn e  L \  R
t(wn) t(wn ) e  L \  R  A Wn e  L \  R
e elsewise.

(2)

An overview of the corresponding word sets is given in Table I.

2) Parameter estimation: Before our tagger can be used for 
predicting POS tag sequences, the probability parameter values 
have to be estimated. Therefore, we basically use a supervised 
learning approach, but extend this by some semi-supervised 
learning technique which is explained in more detail in the 
following section. A manually annotated training corpus

T R  =  {(W n,tn) | 1 < n  < N }

is used, where for each word Wn the correct tag t n is known. 
The lexicon is given as

L =  {Wn | 1 < n  < N } .

We assume lexical probabilities to be position independent. 
Hence, we replace P (tn | Wn) = P (t | w) in the following 
notation. If the word m(w) is known, i.e., it occurs in the 
training set T R , the estimation is given by

PL(t | w) =
| {k | (4 , Wk) = (t, w)} |

| {k | Wk = w} | ’

where the index L indicates that the word w is in the lexicon L.
In the following the estimates if the word m(w) is not in 

the lexicon L are described. First, we explain the estimation 
of the probabilities, if the unknown word is represented by a 
regular expression. The probabilities are given as

P n(t | r) =
| {k | 4  =  t A Wk e  W r)} |

| {k | Wk e  W r} | ' (3)

TABLE I 
Word Sets .

Using these estimates for regular expressions enables to assign 
reliable tag distributions even to previously unseen tokens from 
training.

Now we deal with (still) unknown tokens. From the training 
data set we determine all prefixes and suffixes of maximal 
length five. The description of all tokens having the same 
prefix/suffix may be realized with a regular expression. Hence, 
we assess the lexical probabilities for all given prefixes and 
suffixes as in (3). However, to improve the quality of our 
estimation we combine the probabilities for prefixes and 
suffixes as follows:

Word Set Description

R Tokens covered by regular expressions
L Full form lexicon created from training data

X  =  L  U R Full form lexicon extended by regular expressions
W All possible tokens

The word set X contains all tokens given by the full form 
lexicon L created from supervised training data, extended by 
the set of words R  created by all regular expressions r  e  R  
as follows:

Wr = {w e  W | w ~  / r /}

indicates all tokens covered by a regular expression r  e  R, 
thus R  =  UreRWr .

P p s  (t | w) =

| {k | tfe =  t  A Wk €  Wp(w)]} | +  | {k | tk = t  A w k €  W s (w)}} |

1 { k  1 Wk € W p(w)}  1 +  1 {k 1 w k €  W s(w)} 1

where p(w)/s(w) are the regular expressions for the 
prefix/suffix of the word w. Common approaches use the joint 
probabilities of the independent prefix and suffix distributions. 
However, combining prefix and suffix lexical probabilities by 
the arithmetic mean, makes the method robust for uncommon 
prefix and/or suffix, which arise from informal writing style 
characteristics, e.g., word shortenings or typing errors. The 
proposed method improves tagging accuracy by 0.5 percentage 
points compared to the commonly used joint probability
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approach. In summary, the lexical probability is given as

P (t | w)

Pl (  | m(w)) 
Pp,(t | m(w)) 
P p s ( t | w)
Ps (t  | w)

m(w) € L, 
m(w) € R  \  L, 
w € ( p u S ) \ X , 
elsewise,

(4)

where P /S  describes all tokens with known prefixes (suffixes). 
The last case in the description is by default given by the 
frequencies of the tags in the training set

P s (t | w)
| { k | 4  =  t} |

N
which is independent of the word w.

3) Semi-supervised learning: Preparing a fully supervised 
training text is a time-consuming job. In this subsection we 
propose an alternative approach which reduces the annotation 
effort considerably. The basic idea is as follows. The tagger is 
used for automatic tagging of a large social media text corpus.

SL  =  {(wm , t m ) | 1 < m < M }

The most frequent unknown tokens, m (w m) = e, are 
determined and added to an auxiliary lexicon L+. For all 
tokens wm of the auxiliary lexicon the possible tags are 
manually assigned and denoted by TWm. If there is more than 
one tag possible, an adequate tag distribution needs to be 
assigned as well. Therefore, two approaches are utilized.

First, if at least one word wk of the manually annotated 
training corpus has the same POS tag set as the manually 
assigned set TWm, the cumulated tag distribution of those 
words is taken. Hence, the lexical probability is refined as

PL+ (t 1 wm) —
1 {k 1 tk = t A Twk = Twm ) } 1 

|{k | Twfc =  Twm } | :

where Twk = {t i | wi =  wk}.
Second, if there is no word with the same set of possible tags 

in the training text, further manual annotation is performed. A 
reliable amount of such tokens is manually annotated in the 
large social media corpus SL . The resulting tag distribution 
is assigned to such unknown tokens.

Such unknown tokens are often shortened verbs or wrongly 
uncapitalized tokens. The following example illustrates that 
particular case. Consider the word benutz (use), which in a 
standardized text is just used as an imperative content word 
(VVIMP). In social media texts the word is also used as 
short form for the verb inflections benutze ([I] use) and 
benutzt ([he] uses). Hence, the resulting tag distribution 
from manual annotation of the large social media corpus 
results in P ( V V F I N ) = 59% ,P ( V V I M P ) = 32% and 
P  (V V P P ) =  9%.

IV. Re s u l t s

Different criteria are analyzed to evaluate the proposed 
approach. First, WebTagger is compared to four state-of-the-art 
POS taggers, considering German Web comments. Second, the

performance improvements for each proposed enhancement 
step are demonstrated. Furthermore, the improvement by using 
manually annotated Web comments for training is pointed 
out. Particularly, we show that using non-standardized texts 
for training does not lead to a significant degradation when 
applying WebTagger to standardized newspaper texts. Finally, 
we study the transferability to different social media text types, 
where the taggers are not trained on the particular type.

A. Corpora
Two corpora are used for the purpose of training our new 

social media corpus WebTrain and a newspaper text corpus. 
WebTrain corpus contains 429 Web comments collected 
from Heise.de, which is a popular German newsticker 
site treating different technological topics. Each of 36,000 
token is annotated with manually validated POS tags and 
lemmas. Annotation rules, particularly for social media text 
characteristics, are taken from [16]. The average POS tag 
ambiguity of tokens contained in the corpus is 2. This is 
significantly higher as the ambiguity in German newspaper 
texts, e.g., 1 for the TIGER corpus containing 890,000 tokens. 
In order to provide a sufficiently large training data amount, we 
combine WebTrain with the TIGER treebank [19] newspaper 
text corpus. We call that joint-domain training. WebTrain texts 
contain 18% trigrams, that never occur in the newspaper 
corpus TIGER. Those trigrams constitute 6% frequency of all 
WebTrain trigram counts. Both results motivate the need of text 
genre specific training data for reliable estimation of transition 
probabilities, e.g., for trigrams.

To have a deeper look in the general applicability of 
WebTagger for social media texts, an additional corpus 
WebTypes is used. It is composed of roughly 4,000 tokens, 
where comments from different Web sites and a corpus 
extract from the Dortmunder chat corpus BalaCK 1-b [20] 
are manually annotated. Three different types of social media 
texts are represented, YouTube comments, blog comments, and 
chat messages. Further corpus statistics can be found in [15].

B. Cross validation
A 10-fold cross validation is performed to evaluate the 

tagging accuracy of our approach, compared to state-of-the-art 
taggers. Therefore, WebTrain is divided into ten equally sized 
subsets which are created by randomly selected sentences. 
WebTagger and three state-of-the art taggers are trained on a 
combination of nine subsets and TIGER data in each validation 
step. The remaining subset is used for testing. The selected 
taggers are TreeTagger [4], TnT [5], and Stanford [1]. In 
a previous study [15] we evaluated the performance of the 
mentioned taggers for social media texts in more detail. Total 
tagging accuracies and accuracy rates achieved for known 
tokens and unknown tokens are determined. Mean accuracies 
and their standard deviation are given in Table II. WebTagger 
significantly exceeds the mean tagging accuracy compared 
to all state-of-the-art taggers. During the ten test runs we
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TABLE II
Results for 10-fold cross validation trained on joint-domain data using WebTrain.

WebTagger TreeTagger TnT Stanford

Total 94.09 ±  0.37 93.72 ±  0.49 93.63 ±  0.37 93.18 ±  0.32
Known 95.15 ±  0.37 95.83 ±  0.43 95.81 ±  0.51 95.61 ±  0.40

Unknown 72.75 ±  2.25 67.98 ±  3.14 70.58 ±  2.08 68.14 ±  1.97

Percentage unknowns 4.72 ±  0.40 7.58 ±  0.75 8.65 ±  0.62 8.81 ±  0.62

perform 30 single comparisons with WebTagger. WebTagger 
performs in 28 of 30 cases better. Particularly, the accuracy 
on unknown tokens can be improved by our approach. Note 
that, the tagging accuracy for known tokens is slightly worse 
compared to state-of-the art taggers. But at the same time 
the number of unknown tokens is significantly reduced from 
2.9 up to 4.1 percentage points compared to the state-of-the 
art taggers. Moreover, the accuracy for unknown tokens is 
increased. The main contribution for this is given by our 
approach combining prefix and suffix lexical probabilities by 
the arithmetic mean, which makes the method more robust for 
unknown tokens. overall, considering the noisy characteristics 
of social media texts, a considerable enhancement is achieved 
with WebTagger. Precision and recall rates for each tag class 
are determined to investigate the tag/class-specific accuracies. 
Applying WebTagger leads to a mean precision of 0.86 with 
a standard deviation of 0.2. On average, a recall of 0.84 with 
standard deviation 0.23 is achieved. Considering the equally 
weighted combination of both measures, our approach results 
in a mean f 1 -measure of 0.84.

The ten most frequently confused tag pairs for our approach 
are further investigated. The results are depicted in Table III.

TABLE III
Most frequently confused tag classes .

Correct Predicted Frequency

NE NN 147
NN NE 102

VVFIN VVINF 90
KOM ADV 58

FM NE 58
NN ADJA 46

PDS ART 42
VVFIN VVPP 40
VVINF VVFIN 38
PRELS ART 38

Bold classes also occur in the top ten confused tag 
classes, evaluated only for unknown tokens. Tagging errors 
are represented by absolute values/frequencies and calculated 
over all testing sets with approximately 36,000 tokens. The 
top two confusion pairs noun (NN) and named entity (NE) 
account for 12% of the errors. This is not a particular effect 
for social media texts, since it also occurs for newspaper texts. 
To distinguish proper nouns from named entities is done by 
named entity recognition and can not be solved by general 
POS taggers. Interchanging a finite verb (VVFIN) and a 
non-finite verb (VVINF) is caused by a non-local dependency

particularly in German. This is also reported for state-of-the-art 
taggers and illustrated in [4]. Noticeable is the occurrence 
of tag confusion between foreign language (FM) and named 
entity (NE).

Social media texts are often multilingual and contain text 
parts written in different language, e.g., a German Web 
comment contains English text segments (FM). The tokens of 
such text segments are annotated as foreign language (FM). 
Due to the missing prefix/suffix information of such tokens, 
this leads to tagging errors. Frequent tag confusion between 
noun (NN) and attributive adjective (ADJA) results from 
missing noun capitalization, which causes a valid adjective, 
from self created tokens or token transformations.

Furthermore, we investigate the influence of training data 
selection and parameter estimation adaptions for lexical 
probabilities. Results are depicted in Table IV.

TABLE IV
Influence of training data and estimation methods

Method Accuracy (%)

Training TIGER newspaper corpus 
TIGER + WebTrain corpus, i.e., (+)

87.59 ±  1.21 
93.38 ±  0.42

Estimation (+) + normalization (t(w))
(+) + normalization (t(w))

+ word classes (W r ), i.e., (*) 
(*) + auxiliary lexicon (L+)

93.61 ±  0.44

93.91 ±  0.39 
94.09 ±  0.37

A significant improvement is achieved by adding text genre 
specific training data, i.e., Web comments. We discuss this 
effect in detail in Section IV-C. The introduction of text 
normalization and regular expressions to build word classes 
leads to a significant improvement of 0.57 percentage points. 
Additional usage of an auxiliary lexicon, further increases 
accuracy about 0.18 percentage points.

All depicted results use a combined prefix/suffix lexicon 
to estimate lexical probabilities for (still) unknown tokens. 
Previous studies have shown, that adding prefix information 
for automatic tagging of newspaper texts only leads to little 
improvement of 0.05 percentage points, see [4]. In our 
approach running the tagger only with a suffix lexicon results 
in 0.3 and only with a prefix lexicon in 0.7 percentage points 
performance loss.

C. Influence o f text genre-specific training data
To further investigate the influence of using text genre 

specific data, i.e., Web comments for training, we train our 
model based on different training corpora. First, we train our
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Tokens Tokens xic5

Fig. 1. Influence of additional newspaper/Web comment training, tested on Fig. 2. Stepwise param ete estimation adaptions for mcre^rng Web comment
Web comment and newspaper texts. training data.

x10

model exclusively on newspaper texts. We stepwise increase 
the amount of training data from 100,000 to 700,000 tokens. In 
each step we randomly choose sentences comprising 100,000 
tokens. This is performed 100 times and data is added to the 
data selected in the previous step. Hence, the model is trained 
on 100 different samples in each step. Second, in twenty 
steps 1,000 up to 20,000 Web comment tokens are combined 
with a sample set of 700,000 newspaper training tokens. 
Here, we choose the newspaper training sample (700,000 
tokens) achieving mean tagging accuracy, when tested on 
Web comments. Additional Web comment tokens are chosen 
randomly, sentence wise from WebTrain. Again we select 100 
sample sets, in the same way as for the newspaper training 
and train our model on such data for each iteration step. 
Testing is performed on the remaining data, a fixed test set 
of Web comments with approximately 6,000 tokens. Mean 
results over 100 different trainings per point are depicted 
in the curve marked with A in Figure 1. The plot contains 
different x-axis scalings for the left and right area next to the 
black vertical line to better illustrate the results. Significant 
slope increase can be observed in this point, which proves 
the success by using text genre specific training data for 
the task of POS tagging for Web comments. Using 20,000 
Web comment tokens results in approximately 2.4 percentage 
points performance improvement on average. Hence, little 
effort of manual annotation leads to a significant performance 
improvement. Increase of 600,000 newspaper training tokens 
results in approximately 5.8 percentage points improvement 
solely.

Furthermore, we show that including grammatically non
standardized texts as training data does not negatively effect 
the annotation of standardized text by means of the proposed 
approach. Random sentences are chosen from the newspaper 
TIGER corpus to create a test set of 90,000 newspaper tokens.

We use WebTagger trained on the different training corpora to 
tag the newspaper data. The curve marked with o in Figure 1 
illustrates the results. Results proof that adding 20,000 Web 
comment tokens for training do not effect tagging accuracy 
for standardized texts essentially.

Comparison of tagging accuracies for Web comments 
and newspaper texts states that the tagging accuracy on 
standardized text can not be achieved when applying our 
approach to Web comments. However, the performance 
difference can be reduced from approximately 10 percentage 
points to 4 percentage points by increasing the amount of 
training data from 100,000 tokens to 720,000 tokens in 
total. Furthermore, matching the slope of both curves for 
the left area, states that increasing the amount of newspaper 
training data is more substantial for the application to Web 
comments compared to the application to newspaper texts. 
Tagging accuracy can be improved by 2 percentage points 
for newspaper data and 5.8 percentage points tested on Web 
comments by adding the same amount of newspaper training 
data.

Training our model on 700,000 TIGER tokens leads to 
similar results, when tested on newspaper data compared to 
TreeTagger results reported in [10]. For 90,000 randomly 
selected testing sentences chosen from the TIGER corpus, 
WebTagger achieves 96.9% accuracy on average.

Finally, the interaction between the amount of training 
data and the different adaption method for lexical probability 
estimation is illustrated in Figure 2. For testing the same 6,000 
test tokens like in Figure 1 are used. We stepwise adapt the 
lexical parameter estimation method by our proposed methods, 
similarly to the procedure performed in Table IV. Significant 
impact of introducing text normalization and word classes 
is observed over the whole training data range. Using an 
auxiliary lexicon leads to a significant performance increase,
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TABLE V
Tagger evaluation for different text types trained on joint-domain data.

#Tokens WebTagger TreeTagger TnT Stanford

WebTrain test 3,628 94.09 ±  0.37 93.72 ±  0.49 93.63 ±  0.37 93.18 ±  0.32

Chat messages 
YouTube comments 

Blog comments

1,728
1,463

815

9
9

9
.0.1.2

®
o

®
±

±
±

5
0

6
.7

.9
.5

9
8

9

89.12 ±  0.18 
84.03 ±  0.24 
91.35 ±  0.18

87.96 ±  0.11 
81.18 ±  0.19 
90.46 ±  0.12

87.81 ±  0.16 
81.23 ±  0.16 
90.29 ±  0.17

particularly for a small amount of training data. Comparing 
the slopes of the curves marked with V and * illustrates 
that the sufficient training data amount is much higher to 
compensate the improvement achieved by normalization and 
word classes methods. In total, all estimation adaptions can 
be partially compensated by adding additional Web comment 
training data at least for this test sample. This has to be studied 
in more detail for different test samples. However, manual 
annotation of complete texts for fully supervised training is a 
very time consuming step. Creating an auxiliary lexicon with 
our proposed method shows a better trade-off between time 
for annotation and improvement in tagging accuracy.

D. Transfer to other social media text types
in this subsection, we study the application of the proposed 

WebTagger to different social media text types, where the 
tagger is not trained on the particular type. To illustrate the 
improvements, Table V shows tagging accuracies and standard 
deviations for WebTagger and the three selected state-of-the 
art taggers. All taggers are trained on the joint-domain cross 
validation data described before. We compare the results for 
the particular Web comment test data to results achieved for 
blog comments, chat messages and YouTube comments from 
WebTypes corpus, introduced in Subsection IV-A.

Application of WebTagger leads to a consistent performance 
increase between approximately 2 and 6 percentage points 
for different social media text types. Best improvements 
can be observed for YouTube comments, which are highly 
characterized by a dialogue form and social media text 
characteristics, such as emoticons, word shortenings or letter 
iterations. Even though considerable improvement is achieved, 
the tagging accuracy of 86.9% is the lowest compared to 
all other types, due to the low text standardization. Overall, 
WebTagger outperforms the state-of-the art taggers for all 
social media text types.

Figure 3 shows the influence of additional Web comment 
training data to the different social media text types. 
The accuracy improvements over the different training data 
amounts are depicted in the corresponding curves. For all 
social media types the stepwise addition of WebTrain training 
data leads to a consistent accuracy increase. For WebTypes 
related text types, which show more social media text 
characteristics, the slope of the curves is higher compared 
to the particular training data type WebTrain (test, 6,000 
tokens). Increasing the amount of Web comment training data 
leads to a significant performance increase, particularly for

Fig. 3. Influence of additional Web comment training for different social media 
texts.

blog comments and YouTube comments. Results approve that 
general social media text characteristics can be learned from 
Web comments (Heise). In summary, the results from Table V 
and Figure 3 show that the adapted parameter estimation 
methods combined with a sufficient amount of Web comment 
training data leads to adequate tagging accuracies for social 
media texts in general. Results clearly demonstrate that the 
proposed tagger can successfully be applied to other texts 
belonging to the social media text genre.

Note that we exclude twitter messages from this scope, since 
this subset can not be addressed suitably with the presently 
developed method. Due to their special characteristic given 
by hard distractions to 140 characters, the proposed method 
needs to be further adapted.

E. Transfer to other languages

The basic model and parameter estimation enhancements 
of the proposed WebTagger are language independent. 
It is adapted to the social media text characteristics in 
general, e.g., emoticons or character iterations. However, 
considering all minor effects that depend on language specific 
properties requires some additional effort, e.g., for adapting the 
normalization function. Moreover, language specific training 
would require an additional supervised social media text 
corpus. For the corpus annotation all described annotation 
rules can be used analogously. Evidently, PoS tags need to 
be mapped to the language specific tag set.
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V. Co n c l u s i o n

A new POS tagger, WebTagger, designed for the annotation 
of social media texts has been presented. It yields a 
minimum improvement of 2.2 percentage points for different 
social media text types compared to state-of-the art taggers. 
Furthermore, WebTagger performs the best with an average 
accuracy of 94% evaluated in a cross validation on German 
Web comments. Our approach basically differs from other 
statistical Markov model taggers in estimation of lexical 
probabilities for unknown tokens. Before word classes realized 
by regular expressions and a prefix and suffix lexicon 
is adequately combined, a word preprocessing for text 
normalization is performed. Additionally, the usage of a 
semi-supervised auxiliary lexicon is proposed. Altogether, 
lexical probability distributions are estimated more accurately 
for social media texts.

Furthermore, the influence of manually annotated text genre 
specific training data, i.e., social media texts, is investigated. 
Considerable improvement is achieved by using only a small 
amount of 20,000 tokens as additional data for supervised 
training. Using such training data enables for reliable transition 
probability estimates by learning the different grammatical 
structure of social media texts.

In our approach we exemplarily use German social media 
texts. WebTaggers basic model and parameter estimation 
enhancements are language independent. However, we 
recommend a language specific training which requires an 
additional supervised social media text corpus.
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